Countertrace patented
technology removes unwanted
contaminants from water with a
unique polymer macroparticle,
leaving a usable product.
WHAT ARE THE APPLICATIONS?
The number one fluid produced
by the oil industry is water. In
states like Texas, the prevalence
of disposal well access and the
relatively low cost of sourcing
fresh water has kept water
management costs artificially
low. This model is not sustainable.
Regulation, scarcity, seismic
activity and the projected

doubling of production will drive
the need for a truly sustainable
solution — Countertrace.
Water has emerged as
the most critical variable in
industrial operations, and
Countertrace technology gives
companies a cost-effective and
scalable process, which is also
environmentally friendly.

Wasting A Precious Resource
Over $10B is spent annually on
hauling and disposing of water
when 90-95% by mass is pure.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
Existing water management technologies add chemicals, add energy and then dilute
with fresh water to meet regulations for dumping. Countertrace technology simply
removes what is unwanted from water, leaving the water a usable product.
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Programmable Pellets

Countertrace's breakthrough
technology is based on a
unique polymer macroparticle
that can be "programmed" to
identify and selectively contain
and remove contaminants from
complex fluids allowing for reuse
and/or disposal.
Reusable macroparticles (1mm–10mm diameter)
are covered in receptors that bind the targeted
contaminant, signal the acquisition of the target
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via a color changing sensor and then are easily
filtered for reclamation. This technology reduces
the amount of chemicals and water needed in the
extraction process.
The illustration below shows the selective
removal of the squares that represent a
contaminant in water that interferes with
operations. For example, macroparticles can
be used to target and remove (or reduce
concentrations of) specific contaminants
from produced water. Selectivity comes from
programming the chemistry during manufacturing.
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A SCALABLE PROCESS
The pellet technology is scalable
and can be integrated with high
flow rate methods of water
processing for both mobile and
fixed installations. Water can be
plumbed through portable and
interchangeable totes at high
flow rates to actively remove
contaminants. Once the pellets
are saturated, they can be
chemically stripped, recharged
and reused. Separated elements
can be repurposed or disposed
of properly.
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WHO DEVELOPED THE TECHNOLOGY?
Countertrace, LLC is a spinoff
company of Sparx Engineering.
Sparx is a Houston-based
team that provides contract
engineering and product
design services. With an
experienced team of licensed
engineers specializing in
electronics, mechanical
design, software development,

chemical synthesis, robotics,
and automation, Sparx has
been the secret weapon
behind new technology for
large corporations and small
businesses for years. Sparx also
maintains a fully operational
biochemistry laboratory as well
as R&D and test equipment.
And, Sparx Engineering was

recently named one of the
Houston Fast 100 as well as one
of the Best Places to Work by
the Houston Business Journal.
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